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Easily build a SASE solution that suits your needs with 
best-in-class security built-in and a consolidated 
networking and security platform trusted by thousands 
of organisations.
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View local 
network details

See port status at 
a glance

View WAN 

details

Web application 
controls

Device summary

Port information

See a quick status of your device via the 
dashboard. The SD-WAN section also provides 
important information such as serial number, IP 
address, firmware and hostname. 



All at a glance.

See port status and detailed port information. 
Make common changes easily to ports at the 
click of a button.

The building blocks of SASE
Whether you’re securing traffic between business locations or to internet-based applications and 

workloads, the Meraki MX security and SD-WAN appliance has you covered. Easily enable powerful 
security capabilities such as next-gen layer-7 firewall, configure device settings and  see network 

health and information.



Web application controls
Powerful web application controls fully 
leveraging Meraki MX. Set device rules for 
blocking, prioritising and limiting various 
applications.



All in an single, easy to use interface.

FAQ

A Meraki MX includes:

Q What are the widgets included with Meraki MX?

Dashboar
 Network status. Customers can see their status at a glance, both WAN as well as LAN devices
 Provisioning stats in MSP dashboard.

SD-WA
 Network status. Customers can see their status at a glance, both WAN as well as wired devices
 Port information. Tech savvy customer can see relevant port information and make limited changes to 

their device
 Web application controls. Customers can set their own device rules for blocking, prioritising and 

limiting various applications.

Provisioning stats
The provisioning stats widget lets you visualise 
how much manual effort time has been saved 
by your team by using Encapto’s device 
provisioning automation service.

provisioning effort saved
32 hours
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A  Currently, Meraki MX for Encapto MSP exposes:

A  MSPs

 Port statu
 Layer 7 application control
 Device details - serial number, firmware, hostnam
 Configure port setting
 Network info, IP addresses,  VLANs

Customer
 Tech savvy customers are empowered to be able to see relevant setttings (like IP addresses) and can 

make simple changes.

 Consistently configured security appliances that you can define once, and have every customer 
provisioned with

 MSPs can still use the Meraki dashboard to make final adjustments to the customers network 
settings if required.

Customers can see relevant information and make limited changes without having full access to the 
Meraki Dashboard - nor needing to contact your support centre. The full power of the Meraki dashboard 
is still available for you staff if required.

This feature is charged on a per device per month basis.

All MX models, Z3 & Z3C.

Q What features / stats are exposed with Meraki MX for Encapto MSP

Q What are features do customers get and what features do MSPs get?

A  

A  

A  

Q Why is this better than just using Meraki? How are things simplfied?

Q How is this featured charged?

Q Which models are supported ?
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Like what you see so far and 
want to see it in action?

Arrange a time with one of our experts to 
walk you through how everything works.  

sales@encapto.com

Simplify

Streamline

Scale

Start growing SMB

revenue now

A  Encapto MSP enables easy managment of Meraki MX devices with the following features:

 Easily see the status of your appliance at a glance
 Easily make changes to ports
 Easily customise application rules on the appliance.

Q What are the key features offered with Meraki MX for Encapto MSP?


